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Introduction 
 
When it was suggested by the USA Eastern Territorial Literary Council that we might compile a 
volume of selected writings by General Evangeline Cory Booth, the task seemed relatively easy. 
 
Her several published books are on my bookshelves, and choice quotations abound, ripe for the 
compiler's plucking. My modest library, together with my flies, offered scores of pages of the 
writings of this eloquent and dynamic daughter of The Salvation Army's revered cofounders.  
 
Then I began to explore other sources, and I found myself overwhelmed. In The Salvation Army 
National Archives, then located in Verona, N.J. I discovered six volumes of War Cry articles from 
her 30 years in the United States, with more than 250 articles covering 1966 pages of typescript. 
Listings alone for other file holdings ran to many pages. Two boxes containing scores of priceless 
sermon notes kept me enthralled. Boxes of letters and documents provided intimate insight into 
her mind and heart over the long years of her life, from early officership until past retirement. 
 
The USA Western Territory shared a handwritten set of Training College lectures from her very 
early years in England and Canada. The George Scott Railton Center in Toronto provided 
valuable photos and writings from her years of leadership in that territory, as well as important 
material on Army international affairs and personal glimpses of her children. The School for 
Officers' Training in Suffern, N.Y. discovered and provided many volumes of typescript not found 
elsewhere. 
 
Finally wallowing in thousands of pages of print and pen, I realized. that the project had grown 
far beyond our initial expectations, and the Literary Council proposed that two volumes would 
be needed to provide even a sampling of the incredible output of her heart and mind. 
 
Months have been spent in reading and deciding what should be left out to keep the books 
within manageable proportions. We now offer a rather limited distillation of Evangeline Booth's 
speeches, articles, lectures, sermons, letters, poems and documents. Through them, the reader 
will catch something of the vision, dynamism and eloquence of this brilliant leader. 
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A bibliography has been provided for those who are interested in reading further about her life, 
and this is encouraged. However, we have also provided two brief biographical sketches to 
introduce her to a new generation of readers: one written at the time of her appointment to 
Canada, in her very early officership; the other at the time of her promotion to Glory. - 
 
The reader is also encouraged to secure the cassette of her voice, in her great lecture, "The 
World's Greatest Romance." Although recorded in the days of primitive equipment, the quality 
of her eloquence comes through, and will add a whole · new dimension to your understanding 
of this remarkable woman. The cassettes may be secured from the Trade Departments of the 
various United States territories. 
 
The compiler's heartfelt thanks are extended to Lt. Colonel William D. MacLean, Literary 
Secretary, and the USA Eastern Territory Literary Council, for their guidance and encouragement; 
to Connie J. Nelson and Susan Sherlock-Mitchem, archivists at the National Archives and 
Research Center, now located in Alexandria, Virginia; to Major William L. Brown, Director of the 
George Scott Railton Center in Toronto, and his staff, for valuable assistance; to Colonel Ronald 
Irwin, for supplying copies of lecture notes; to Major Lorraine Sachs, Librarian at the School for 
Officers’ Training in Suffern, N.Y. for helpful assistance. 
 
At the National Archives, I came across an obscure reference to Evangeline’s name, and the 
quotation forms an appropriate introduction to these volumes. It is taken from undated sermon 
notes on “Not Well Pleased,” in which she lists the books she had read in her youth, including: 
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin – (the Eva I was named after). I read it many times over, and it made a mark 
upon my whole character, making me more careful to be gentle and kind and considerate, most 
attractive qualities, to those under me – which principles I have endeavored to put into practice 
until this present day.” 
 

J.D.W. 
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